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Traditional health insurance plans have been nonoccupational, coordinating around
workers' compensation coverage for on-the-job accidents and illnesses. Combining
health coverage into a single 24-hour plan is receiving considerable attention.
Discussions will center around issues related to:

• Regulatory constraints and the role the NAIC is playing to help facilitate
24-hour programs

• Plan design issues
• The use of managed care
• Coverage as part of a workers' compensation plan versus coverage of health

care outside of the workers' compensation system

MR. JAMES E. DRENNAN: The subject of 24-hour coverage is one of those that,
using an overused term, is at the cutting edge. Twenty-four-hour coverage is moving
so fast that we feel many people do not really understand it. We are going to try to
explain some of the issues, some of the problems, some of the concerns, and why
you should consider even knowing more and maybe getting into this business, or
why you should not. It is a very individual company and state-by-state decision.

Why are we even interested in this subject? One is the increasing trend of claims.
We have seen them in the medical area already, but the workers' compensation area
seems to have even higher trends, and they seem to be escalating with no end in
sight. There is no cost sharing in most workers' compensation plans, with first-dollar
coverage, no maximums, no inside limits, and everything paid. Typically plans have
no managed care, no networks, no direction - no controls. It sounds like the medical
industry years ago, when we were going full stream, and paying everything that
came in the house.

Cost shifting is a very significant aspect. It is hard to identify exactly how much, but
there is a feeling that every time we push down on employer health insurance, claim
increases pop up on the workers' compensation side. In other words, a physician
may be treating both sides, and he can actually charge full fees on the workers'
compensation. So, we feel there is a significant cost shifting effect to the workers'
compensation. We have seen this before, as hospital costs were pushed down, the
inpatient costs increased.

The economic downturn being debated deafly has an effect. Workers' compensation
is probably more affected because persons can, instead of potentially being laid off,

* Mr. Nordman, not a member of the Society, is Senior Regulatory Specialist of
National Association of Insurance Commissioners in Kansas City, Missouri.
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file under workers' compensation, if they can convince their employer, or their lawyer
can convince their insurer, that they are disabled. They can continue to get workers'
compensation as opposed to other coverages that might come from their lack of
employment.

The litigation impact of workers' compensation is probably the biggest difference
between that area and typical group health insurance. Almost every claim was
litigated for years. The system has changed to try to eliminate some of that by
saying that someone in the workers' compensation system waives the right to sue.
They have to take the benefits that are provided by the state mandate. However,
there are a lot of exceptions, and there still are a significant number of suits.
Lawyer's fees are frequently a large part of the cost in workers' compensation.
Basically, all of these reasons lead to high costs, which is the bottom line on workers'
compensation.

We need to be clear on terminology. This may clear it up or may muddy it up, but
you will find that when talking to a workers' compensation actuary, terms will be
used differently. For instance, health insurance is used to mean group health insur-
ance that we have typically sold for years through insurance companies and Blue
Cross plans. Workers' compensation benefits will typically be called medical and
disability. That is the terminology I will use, and I think most of us will use. The real
problem is using the term "medical," because it is also very commonly used in any
health insurance plan. Workers' compensation has both medical coverage and
disability coverage. Disability coverage has many subparts to it, total and permanent,
partial permanent, and temporary.

Another term that we have often used is indemnity insurance. We have typically
called our traditional insured medical plans indemnity, as opposed to an HMO, or as
opposed to a managed-care plan. In workers' compensation, indemnity means the
disability portion of the workers' compensation as opposed to the medical. So that
term "indemnity" could really confuse the issue. I think you have to be very careful.
This is an item that Eric pointed out he had seen misused.

Incurred dates have significant differences. The service date is what I would call a
typical group health plan incurred date definition, also called claims made. In workers'
compensation, the incurred date is more of an accident date or the original diagnosis.
What effect does that have? It can have the effect of a nine-year lag versus a
one-year lag. There can be significant differences in lag patterns in workers' compen-
sation. So, any time you are talking about incurred claims for workers' compensation,
very little of the claims have come in during the first year. I will get into some figures
a little bit about how that differs from health insurance.

Some other differences are data issues. The data that are collected in typical health
insurance are by provider, by Current Procedural Terminology (CPT-4) or In'_ernal
Classification of Diseases-9th Revision (ICD-9) codes, or others that are coming into
play. We typically gather data per insured, and typically keep the data by age and
sex, and if we can get it, for the dependents also. We also keep it by Standard
Industrial Codes (SIC). It is not at all the same on workers' compensation. The data
are collected by body part. That typically sounds a little gruesome, but they will tell
you how many eye injuries, how many back injuries, how many hand injuries, how
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many feet injuries, and how many of different parts. But they cannot tell you,
typically, where those services took place, if patients went to a physician or they
went to the hospital. It is very hard to get data by provider. So if you want to make
an estimate of claims in your network, a workers" compensation actuary will usually
not have the data. The data are not kept in the same manner as health insurance.

Data are also kept per $100 of payroll. To find the cost per member you have to
take the payroll of each type of job and convert it. We have done some of this, and
it requires several approximations. You have to take, typically, a whole state's data.
Data are collected quite frequently by state regulatory bodies from which you can get
a lot of data per $100 of payroll, and by different occupations. The next item is
occupation. Occupation is not the same as industry. There is not a one-to-one
correlation, and it is a very difficult correlation to make. An example, in an insurance
company you may have an actuary and a lawyer and an accountant, and if you were
priced for health insurance, you would have rated the group as an insurance industry,
most likely. Workers' compensation would look at each separate occupation as a
different rating class. For workers' compensation, those three occupations would be
very much the same rate, as opposed to a mail boy, or a driver, which would have a
very high rate. In fact, if you recall most of your SIC codes, assuming you do
industry adjustments on medical, you might have a 1.25 as your highest factor and a
0.9 or a 0.8 as your lowest. In workers' compensation it could be as much as 100
times from low to high, a wide variation. It is phenomenal how much the occupation
ratings vary.

What are some of the levels of coverage that you, as a health insurer, might want to
investigate? Eric will give you a little different cut on this, since you can analyze it in
different ways. As a start, you can just rent your network out. Let us suppose you
have a good network in a city, and you have an employer who has problems with
workers' compensation, you could just rent your network with no changes. That is
not very effective, but it can be done, and it is being done. It is probably the easiest
thing to do.

You can try to manage the occupational claims. In this case you would want to
modify your network. You would want to get different providers in, and then try to
get some occupational specialists, such as some RNs who are specializing in occupa-
tion coverage. Rehabilitation is the key thing.

Claims administration is another level; you could use your claim system and pay
workers' compensation claims. It will probably have difficulties immediately. Your
system would not be able to handle the data unless you already have workers'
compensation on another side of your company, and you can combine the two.

At a more involved level, you could actually underwrite the risk of the occupational
side. In other words, you really may still be keeping the coverage separately, but you
could underwrite workers' compensation. You could have it in a network, you could
have managed care on the workers' compensation, and you could take the underwrit-
ing risk.

And then, the full-blown, 24-hour coverage is basically having one policy covering
workers' compensation medical portion and health insurance. That is the true
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24-hour coverage in my definition. Typically, the disabilityportion is left out, although
it can be brought in. But, the pattern I typicallysee is a self-insuredemployer who
wants to bringall his coverage for medical health insuranceinto one policy, one
carder, one claim system, and one managed-carenetwork to eliminate all the duplica-
tions and get the savings. That is 24-hour coverage.

You will find more at the first stage of this scale than the latter, because you have to
have the perfect situationfor 24-hour coverage. Typically,it has to be a state that
allows the workers' compensation opt-out, and you do not have to have the man-
dated benefits. You really need a self-insuredemployer who is very knowledgeable
and is willing to try this on a experimentalbasis. There are quite a few experiments
going on.

If you have all these problems,why get in this? What is the reason? Why are we
discussingthis? There are severalvery good reasons. One, the covered populationis
the same, in most cases. Let me expand on that, because it does not sound that
exciting, but if you have an employer that your insurancecompany is covering for
health insurance,and if you can also cover their workers' compensation insurance,
you can tie them to you as a complete insurer. Alternatively, someone else may
come in and write their workers' compensationand try to add the health insurance
also. So you can protect your base, and you can expand your market. You can go
after employersyou do not have, and can provide fullservice. It is a significantselling
point. Marketing people love this, but administrationis difficult. Legal issuesare
difficult.

The second reasonis utilizationreview. Most insurancecompanies,most Blue Cross
plans, and most HMOs, have strong utilizationreview that can be used for workers'
compensation. Why shouldyou have a separate set developedfor workers' compen-
sation? Why not use what we have with some modifications?That makes sense,
and I think that is one of the strongpoints. The catastrophiccase management is
useful, because there are a lot of large workers' compensationlong-term claims.
Case management does seem to work well inthis arena. Providernetworks are
already set up. They shouldbe modified, of course,but most companies have
networks that are very strong.

Claims administrationis anotherreasonto combine for efficiency and expense
savings. That is a lesserreason,but it does makes somesense. There are a lot of
duplicateclaimsthat are filed. A person will file a workers' compensationclaim and
file a health insuranceclaim, with maybe 2-5% duplicate claims, but if you could
eliminatethat, you couldcut a lot of fat out.

If you were to evaluateyour company getting into the workers' compensation
market, it could be at the stagewhere you are doingthe network only, or you could
be providingfull coverage. Some of the things you would have to evaluate are your
network modifications- capacity and configuration. Forexample, I saw a Request
for Proposal (RFP)on a state workers' compensation pool, and they asked how many
primary care physiciansare in your network of these three types: family practitioners,
internists,and chiropractors?How many of you have chiropractorsas a primarycare
physicianin your network? You would almost have to, in orderto get into this
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business. You would have to have chiropractors if you are going to be serious in this
business.

In the design of the network, the rehabilitation aspect is a real key, so you really have
to design your network differently. You have to put a lot of different providers in.
Standards and protocols would have to be reviewed. With regard to payment
methods, you may not want to do a capitation, and you may want to use some
modified approaches.

The network approach would be different if you are just doing the first or second
phase, where you are just renting your network. If you are going to do claims
processing, you have systems issues. What are you going to do about coding body
parts, and what are you going to do about incurred dates? You have to have
different sets of rules for your claims people. Suppose you want to combine the two
coverages. If you go to a full 24-hour integrated coverage, you possibly could use
one coding scheme. But if you are just assuming the workers' compensation claims,
and they are in a state where you have to keep the data, then you will have to
change your complete system. You may have to go out and buy another system or
do some major modifications. Do you want to integrate it with your health-care
claims? It depends on the coverage and to what level you are integrating coverage
and contracts.

The coding issues were discussed previously. For example, do you want to capture
ICD-9 codes, do you want to capture hospital data by inpatient, by outpatient, or do
you want to capture it by body parts, or both? Can you imagine the complexity if
you did both types, capture everything on both sides, which you may want to do.
And the fraud and abuse is very significant on workers' compensation. I think it is
even more significant than on health insurance coverage, and you definitely want to
have some very strong controls, v_r_hrespect to your data management, how do
you report to an account? Are they used to different reporting for workers' compen-
sation? The savings documentation, and the data requirements all are going to be
very significant. It would be to your advantage if you could combine this in one
report. That is the ultimate that you want to do. But only if you get to full
integration.

Utilization management has been touched on, but you definitely want to integrate the
medical and the disability, if you could. The disability portion of workers' compensa-
tion is the bigger portion. It is approximately 60%, versus the medical portion of
approximately 40% on a national average, and that vades a lot by state. But you
would want to try to integrate the two. Your occupational review criterion is the key
to get people back to work quickly. For example, carpal tunnel syndrome is one of
the key new things. Most of our utilization review people would not be very familiar
with that as a major item. And then, how do you report your utilization review?

The real adjustment comes in underwriting, if you are going to take some risk. Do
your underwriters even know how to underwrite a workers' compensation case?
Would you have to hire new underwriters? Typically, I would say either hire new
ones, or retrain some, due to the terminology differences and the data differences.
What would you ask for as underwriting criteria if you were looking at a new case?
How much credibility would you give? What experience would you ask for? In other
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words, if you have a casethat was only two years old, you would not have very
much of an incurredclaim trend on that case. So you would have to reallychange
your criteria and what you would ask for.

Joint ventures seem to be one of the popular ways of avoiding a lot of these
problems. Some companies have subsidiaries that do property and casualty, they
have underwriters, and they have actuaries. A common goal is to merge the two or
to find a partner. A lot of the Blue Cross plans are looking for someone who has
some expertise for a joint venture.

Now, if you are the actuary, how would you price for this if you are taking the risk?
Or even if it is a self-insured carrier and they want you to give them an estimate of
their claims cost, what would you do? Your data source is a real key. It would be,
typically, by workers' compensation plan year, which means all claims go back to the
earliest diagnosis. So you would have to decide if you want to modify that to try to
adjust to more of a service-date approach, and per $100 of payroll. And then you
need to try to convert the data if you want to merge the two.

For example, under a workers' compensation coding system, a typical claims runout
will have 36% of the claims incurred and paid in the first year. The second year after
incurral would be roughly another 29%, for a total of 65% after two years, and you
still have 35% to estimate. Even after nine years, you still have 12% left to come in,
on average, on the medical portion of workers' compensation. Disability may be a
little longer than that, so conversion of data for pricing is very difficult.

Area and industry factors are issues. We have talked a little bit about industry. Area
is typically not a factor in the workers' compensation pricing, except that each state is
basically kept independent. Most states gather data through a rating bureau, and you
can get good data from them on a state basis. Within the state, there is very little
area rating, The real question is, if you were to area rate by using typical medical
area ratings, would you be duplicating the industry factors? Are the areas different
only because of different industries?

The first-dollar benefits are a problem. In some states where you opt out, you can
actually put in typical deductibles and co-insurance. That is where we think the real
trend is going, and some states are passinglaws to allow you to do that. The
deductibles are typicallyper employer, more like stop-losscoverage, where it is not
per employee. It is an issueto overcome and decide how you do your plan benefits.

Claims lag on and transferscan be a problem. Supposeyou have an employerwho
comes out of the workers' compensation system. He optsout, and he comes into
your medical plan. You will not have claimsfor almost the first year, as far as any
new incurred claims. There are also very few the secondyear. So, you have a real
long period of low claims. How do you pricefor that? Then on the other end, if the
employer leaves your health plan and goes into workers' compensationagain, you
have a gap in coveragewhere no one wants to pay the claim. If you have a claim
that was an originaldiagnosiswhile he was under the health plan, but then he goes
back to work, the health plan says his claimis completed. He then goes to a new
workers' compensation carder,and now he has a reoccurrenceor a follow-up visit.
The workers' compensation carrier will not pay, because that is back to the original
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occurrence, back where he had other coverage. The health insurance does not cover
it because it is after the contract terminated. So you have some real questions about
gaps, both ways, going and coming.

Multistate coordination is difficult. My recommendation, really, is to start with
single-state employers. If you have a multistate plan, suppose the carrier is in Texas
where he can opt out of the workers' compensation plan, and in another state where
he cannot. You have an employee who travels from his Texas location to the
employer's site in another state, and then has a claim at work. He can file under
either state's benefit pattern. How do you price that? How do you handle the claims
payments? Some real issues occur, if an employer is in multiple states where the
laws are different. Reinsurance is gradually becoming available, but it is still faidy hard
to find for true 24-hour type coverage, where you are covering all medical benefits
under one plan. There are a few carders who are starting to price this.

Claims issues have been discussed, but the disability claims have been ignored. If
you are giving full coverage to an employer, you want to provide somehow for the
disability claims. You may want to tell him to just get another insurer for that. And
that is possible, because you can buy just disability coverage only, on an insured
basis, in some areas.

The ability to channel to providers is a real problem. There are some states that say
you cannot force an employee to go to a certain provider for workers' compensation.
Now, the employer can always suggest that employees go to listed providers. But in
some states, you cannot force them, and you cannot vary the benefits. You cannot
have a true PPO in some states. So, you need to look at each state separately.

Legal issues are the last and probably the biggest issue of the workers' compensation
24-hour coverage. I am going to hit the highlights, and Eric will expand on this quite
a bit as to some of the legal issues. The right to sue is basically waived when you
are in the workers' compensation system. The employee effectively gives up some
of his rights to sue. Once you opt out, you have negated that, and therefore you will
be more likely to have suits. Stipulated benefits are, in most states, required. There
is a certain benefit level, and if you are in the states, you have to follow those.

Rate regulation is quite common, much more than our health insurance products.
Most of the time that you file workers' compensation rates, you file experience for
the company and you get slightly less than what you file. The rate regulatory bodies
are always under pressure to keep rates down. Multistate employers, as I said, are a
real problem because of the different state regulations. Coverage gaps could occur
when leaving or coming in, and you need to make sure that your legal department or
the employer's legal department really look at all those issues. You do not want to
get a suit because you did not inform an employee or employer of some gaps in
coverage.

Different covered workers is another issue. Quite often a different population is found
of those who are under the workers' compensation and under the health insurance
program. If you try to cover them both under the same contract, you have problems
dealing with the outlyers. Some people are not under the health insurance program,
maybe part-time workers, maybe they are in a different location than the union, and
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vice versa, there may be some going the other way. So you do not have exact
population matches within a single employer.

The legal climate is extremely litigious. In the workers' compensation area, lawyers
advertise. Any time you see that, you should know that there is a real risk to getting
in this area.

The ERISA preemption versus state regulation is an issue. Now, I am not an author-
ity on this, but if you opt out of the workers' compensationsystem and become a
self-insuredemployer, you are typicallysubjectto ERISA. But then the states may
have some real concerns about that. So I think we have to took at that on a

state-by-state basis.

One last item is taxation. Typically, the workers' compensationdisabilityclaimsare
not taxed, whereas our short-term disabilityclaimsaretaxed. So you could have an
argument that you are cutting benefitsin some senseby makingthem taxable if
combined under a health policy.

I think the overall result is that you cannot generalize,you have to look at it state by
state and company by company. Ericis goingto giveyou a littlebit more information
about state-by-state issues. And then Godfrey is goingto tell you about other
countries, how they have solved these issues or not solved them, and the problems
they have.

MR. ERICC. NORDMAN: What is 24-hour coverage? Twenty-four-hour coverage
can be loosely defined as any combination of traditional health insurance and workers'
compensation insurance that attempts to dissolve the occupational and nonoccupa-
tional boundaries between the two coverages. In fact, some proponents would also
include coverage for personal injuries suffered in auto accidents as well. We won't go
into great detail today with respect to the auto insurance variable. We will, however,
attempt to look at six variants of 24-hour coverage that combine, in one way or
another, traditional health and accident insurance with workers' compensation
insurance.

Twenty-four-hour coverage marketing package offers integrated management of an
employer's workers' compensation and group health insurance claims. This product is
actually being marketed today by some multiline insurers. The insurer typically agrees
to coordinate the claims settlement process so that duplicate claims under a workers'
compensation policy and a health insurance policy are discovered and the duplication
eliminated. In some states the integration process will allow the insurer to utilize the
discounted provider rates secured under the health plan for workers' compensation
claims. The insurer will continue to provide separate contracts to the employer. This
product also appears in the self-insured market where self-insurers of both health and
workers' compensation are urged to secure both their administrative services and their
excess cover from a single source to allow for effective coordination of the delivery of
benefits.

The 24-hour medical coverage provides, in a single policy, medical benefits for all of
an employee's injuries and diseases whether work-related or not, while disability
benefits are provided only for work-related injuries and diseases. This form is one that
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has generated significant interest across the land. One major drawback of this type is
that there is still a need to determine if a claim is workrelated when indemnity benefits
are to be paid.

The 24-hour disability coverage provides disability benefrts for allof an employee's
injuries and diseases, but medical benefits are provided for work-related injuries and
diseases only. This form of 24_hour coverage has not generated much interest as
many believe that the greatest potential for savings is in the medical area. Further,
often employers do not offer disability income coverage to their employees that would
equate with the indemnity portion of the workers' compensation contract.

Twenty-four-hour coverage of accidents provides medical and disability benefits for all
injuries, but only work-related diseases are covered. This variation has not drawn
much interest as their is concern over the definitional boundaries between injury and
disease. Interestingly, the New Zealand Accident Compensation Scheme utilizes this
approach.

The 24-hour coverage of diseases provides medical and disability benefits for all
diseases, but only covers work-related injuries. This type of 24-hour coverage has
received some attention. It is seen as a way to reduce the considerable litigation that
arises over the causation of a given disease.

The 24-hour medical and disability coverage is an all-inclusive approach which
provides medical and disability benefits for all diseases and injuries. This is the
approach envisioned by most people when they think of 24-hour coverage.

Proponents of 24-hour coverage point out several advantages of the concept. On the
forefront are economic factors, such as the potential to control the rapid escalation in
the cost of medical and hospital services that has occurred recently. Some also see
the potential for administrative savings that might be gained from combining the
systems. In concept there are structural efficiencies that might be realized from better
integration of the systems for providing health services, There are currently a myriad
of socialand insuranceprograms that deliver some elementsof health care in this
country. This complicated delivery system can leadto coveragegaps and overlaps
that might be more efficientlyhandled by a system that integrates and monitors the
coverage provided. Avoiding duplicate paymentsfor the same elementsof losscould
lead to some savings,

What are the barriersto implementationof 24-hour coverage? There are various
ways of categorizingthe barriersto implementationof 24-hour coverage. Barriersto
establishmentof 24-hour coverage programsmay be categorized as legal, institutional,
or regulatory in nature. Barriersare classifiedas legal if a law change would be
needed to implement 24-hour coverage. Institutionalbarriersare characterizedby
disruptionof a process or entity that is currentlyoperatingto provideone of the
componentsthat will be provided by 24-hour coverage. Regulatory barriersare
characterizedby the conflict or jurisdictionalstruggle that may develop when 24-hour
coverage is implemented. There is often overlapbetween the various classifications.
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LEGAL BARRIERS

The first legal barrierthat is of concernto employersis the exclusiveremedy provision
in the workers' compensationacts. Protectionof the exclusiveremedy provisionsis
an overridingconcernto employersand insurersas it isthe cornerstone of the
workers' compensation system. Workers' compensationis a no-fault system that
developed in the early 1900s to addressinjuriesoccurringinthe workplace. The
workers' compensationconcept providesa basicgive-and-takesituationfor addressing
work-related injuriesand disease. The employeemust give up the right to sue the
employer in exchange for a specified and guaranteedset of benefits. Thus workers'
compensationbecomes the employees"exclusive remedy" for addressingwork-
related injuries.

The employee is not alone in giving up certainrights. The employer must agree to
fund this liability for the injuries that occur. The benefits are delivered to the injured
employee regardless of fault. Thus the employer gives up the right to certain
defenses that would be available in tort. In exchange for this, the employer gains
immunity from suit except in certain circumstances. Employers may continue to be
sued for injuries that are not covered by workers' compensation, intentional injuries,
under a "dual capacity" theory, and if the employer has failed to properly secure its
obligation to provide workers' compensation insurance.

Any 24-hour coverage proposal must be analyzed to see that the exclusive remedy
provision remains intact for work-related injuries and disease. A comparable problem
does not seem to develop for the health insurance portion as the employer is typically
not obligated to provide health benefits and may not be sued for injuries and disease
that are not work related. Any language drafted to implement 24-hour coverage
should either specifically mention and continue the exclusive remedy provisions or
reference the exclusive remedy provisions contained in the workers' compensation
statutes.

Another major legal hurdle to implementation of 24-hour coverage appears to be the
interaction of the state-administered workers' compensation law with the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (ERISA). It appears that
ERISA provides an exemption from state regulation, including an exemption from
regulation under state insurance laws. If steps are not taken to address the ERISA
implications when establishing a 24-hour coverage program, a state may find that it
has given up the right to regulate the health insurance component of traditional
workers' compensation coverage. In its deliberations concerning 24-hour coverage, a
state must be prepared to deal with the possibility that the state insurance regulators
may lose regulatory controls if the enabling statutes fail to address this very real
possibility.

There are other aspects of ERISAthat are in need of investigation because "exemp-
tion" or "no exemption" is not the only issue. Different scenarios may involve both
state and federal regulation. It appears that plans involving municipalities or other
governmental entities are not subject to ERISA and are clearly subject to state
regulation. If a single employer offers a plan that combines a self-insured portion with
excess stop-loss coverage by an authorized carrier, the state insurance department
regulates the excess carrier. Fully or partially insured plans that do not qualify as
ERISA plans are subject to state regulation.
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Furthermore, as a simplified rule of thumb, only when one has a truly single employer
that maintains a qualified ERISA welfare benefit plan that is 100% self-insured is a
state preempted from regulating the plan. To the extent this simplified rule is deviated
from, such as two or more employers maintaining or participating in the benefit plan
and/or to the extent the plan is not 100% self-insured, then state regulatory authority
is present either in full force or to a lesser degree.

An additional barrier that may arise is whether employers will, at least initially, have to
offer their employees multiple options for vendors of coverage. There is a provision in
federal law called the "dual choice" provision that says that if an employer with 25 or
more employees offers health insurance to its employees and there is a qualified HMO
in that geographic area that requests it, the employer must offer its employees HMO
coverage as well and allow the employee to choose. Further investigation is neces-
sary to determine if the "dual choice" provision would apply to 24-hour coverage.
Initial analysis leeds one to conclude that it does since it includes the health insurance
portion, especially if we are discussing a health policy with the workers' compensation
exclusion removed.

It may be possible to implement limited pilot projects testing 24-hour coverage
without determining if these barriers to global implementation may prohibit the
concept. Implementing pilot projects might allow appropriate testing to determine the
viability of the product.

INSTll_TIONAL BARRIERS
The delivery system for health care and disabilityincomebenefits involvesmany
entities. Work-related benefits are providedby insurers,state workers' compensation
funds, and beth individualand group self-insurancemechanisms. Nonoccupational
benefits are providedby insurers,HMOs, MultipleEmployerWelfareAssociation
(MEWAs), ERISA-basedplansand statutorilyenabled state planssuch as Blue
Cross/BlueShield. It shouldbe noted that the insurerswho provideworkers' compen-
sation are not the same insurersthat providehealth and disabilitybenefits. Each
might be expected to have a desireto guardtheir own turf when the topic of 24-hour
coverage is being considered. If any of the entities feels threatened by the 24-hour
coverage proposalbeing espoused,one can expect them to opposethe 24-hour
coverage proposal. There will be great interest from any of the entities that perceive
the particular 24-hour coverageproposalbeing discussedwill allow them to expand
their markets or decreaseexpenses of delivery.

Another institutionalbarrieris the fact that the actual benefits providedunder the
systems operatingare different. Medical benefits providedunderthe workers'
compensationsystem are typically unlimited and rarelyrequirethe injuredemployee to
participate in the claim expensesby usingdeductiblesor copayments.

Nonoccupationalmedicalbenefits typically have a maximum amount payable and
usuallyrequire participationfrom the individualin the form of deductiblesand co-
payments. Resolutionof the issue of employee participationto the satisfactionof all
parties involved may be a sticky issue. Labor unionsand employees can be expected
to resistany proposalsthat require the employee to contribute additionalfunds or
receive diminishedbenefits. Employerscan be expected to balk if they perceive they
will be required to provideadditionalbenefits. There are similardifferencesin the
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disability income benefits provided by workers' compensation and nonoccupstional
disability income policy.

The issue of how to deal with the separate guaranty funds must be addressed. Any
proposal for 24-hour coverage must come to grips with the different guarantee funds
issue. Further complicating that is the fact that some of the delivery mechanisms
delivering either occupational or nonoccupational benefits are not subject to any
guarantee funds. Second injury funds and other state specific workers' compensation
funds such silicosisand dust diseasefunds will alsobe impacted by a 24-hour
coverage proposal.

Currently, employerswho are unableto secure workers' compensation coveragefrom
voluntary market insurersare able to purchasethe coveragethrough residualmarket
mechanisms availablein every state. If these mechanismsare to continueoperating
under a 24-hour coverage proposal, a determinationmust be made whether to
expand their operationto previsionof the full benefitpackage set forth in the 24-hour
coverage proposal. Analysismust be completedof the residualmarket mechanisms
to determine if expanded residualmarkets will develop.

Another institutionalbarrierthat must be addressedis the subjectof termination of
coverage and relatedconversionprivileges. What type of conversionprivilegeswould
an employee have who resigns, retires,or is terminated? Also what happensto
coverage if a policy is terminatedfor nonpayment of premium? If coverage is
implemented on a pilotproject basis,what happensat the end of the pilotproject?
There would need to be somethingin the pilotproject proposalwhich includesan
automatic conversion to traditional coverage at the end of the pilot project as well as
addresses these other areas.

Another issue to be examined is in regard to traveling employees if the employer has
another state's endorsement. If an employee is traveling in the course and scope of
his or her employment and gets injured in another state, the employee may file for
benefits under the benefit structure for the state which employs him or her or the
benefit structure for the state in which the employee was injured. The impact this
would have on 24-hour coverage would have to be addressed.

Safety in the workplace is,of course, an important issue. If these policiesare not
experience rated, what will the incentive be for the employerto providea safe work
environment? Requiringor providingan incentive for a safe work environmentis an
important considerationthat is based in soundpublicpolicy. This shouldbe ad-
dressed priorto globalimplementationof 24-hour coverage.

REGULATORY BARRIERS
The system of regulationthat is establishedfor workers' compensationinsurance
often divides responsibilitybetween two agencies. Insurancedepartments are usually
charged with responsibilityfor regulatingthe contractual language contained in the
insurance policiesand the rating systems. Industrialaccidentboards or commissions
are typically responsiblefor the deliveryof benefitsto the injuredemployee. They
usually serve as the referee in resolvingdisputes between the injuredemployee and
the entity charged with providingthe benefits. Often the industrialaccident boardsor
commissions are charged with collectingdata with respect to occupationalinjuriesand
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disease. For a 24-hour coverage proposal to function effectively, these responsibilities
must be addressed.

One of the potential savings espoused for the 24-hour coverage concept is the
reduced litigation expenses that will result from not having to determine whether a
particular injury or disease is work related. Each state must determine if it no longer
will require information on that basis.

Another area that will need to be addressed under 24-hour coverage will be the
dispute resolution process. Often there is a jurisdictional split where the industrial
accident board or commission is charged with determination of the amount and type
of benefits that will be received by the injured employees. The insurance department
may be required to resolve disputes among employers and insurers regarding rating
issues or coverage matters. The interrelationship between these governmental entities
can be of concern.

What are the states doing to implement 24-hour coverage? Currently very few states
have enabling legislation which would allow the implementation of most forms of 24-
hour coverage. In a recent NAIC survey on the topic of 24-hour coverage, Florida,
Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Nebraska, Tennessee, and Texas indicated that
their laws allowed for some form of 24-hour coverage as an alternative to traditional
workers' compensation insurance. A number of states have taken an interest in the
concept. California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, and Oregon are actively investigating 24-hour coverage alternatives. While
there is not enough time for us to address the activities in each state, I would like the
opportunity to address specific proposals that have been touted in Oregon and
California.

On March 6, 1992, Oregon became the first state to request funding from the Robert
Wood Johnson (RWJ) Foundation for a pilot project implementing 24-hour coverage.
The Oregon proposal is divided into two phases. First, a planning phase of a year
would identify the models to be tested, analyze costs and benefits associated with
chosen models, identify any barriersto successfulimplementation,and design a
management control and reporting system. The secondstage would be the imple-
mentation phase of the project. Necessarylegaldocuments and legislationwould be
prepared,final participantschosen, and barriersremoved. The pilotswould be
implemented with appropriatemonitoring and analysisof results. Recommendations
for future directionof the 24-hour coverageconcept would be made based on the
resultsof the pilots. Director Gary Weeks has indicatedthat Oregonis very close to
receivingapprovalof the funding grant.

In California, CommissionerJohn Garamendiis proposinga programthat would
combine the health-care components of all insurancepoliciesinto a single, unified
health-caresystem. This would includea consolidationof the health-carecomponents
of workers' compensation insuranceand auto insurancewith traditionalhealth
insurance. All California residentswould receive health servicesthrough one health-
care system. A Health InsurancePurchasingCorporation(HIPC) would serve as a
clearinghouseto certify private health plans. The private health planswould then
compete for enrolleeson the basisof priceand service. The plan would be funded by
both employersand employeeswho would contribute to a fund on an equitable basis.
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Consumers would have a choice of the types of certified-benefit plans. The plans
must take all comers with no preexisting condition exclusions or waiting periods.
Consumers would have access to the no-frills package of state-mandated benefits.
For additional premium, plans could offer added benefits and flexibility.

The proposed system has a number of espoused cost-control measures. Savings are
pointed out in the areas of increased consumer choice, increased competition among
insurers, reduction of administrative waste, reduction or elimination of agent commis-
sions, and reduced frictional costs such as litigation to determine "work-related injury"
and auto torts. The projected savings from the workers' compensation system would
be used to fund additional work-related disability benefit payments.

The benefits to be provided under the system would be equivalent to those now
provided by HMOs. Preventive care would be provided with no copayments or
deductibles applied. Consumers would benefit by not having to adjust coverage
when switching jobs or by becoming unemployed.

A legislative bill was developed to establish a commission to draft the Garamendi
proposal. This bill was eventually passed by the California Legislature and sent to the
Governor. Govemor Pete Wilson vetoed that bill in early October, indicating that the
plan would have been too costly for businesses in California.

What is the NAIC doing with respect to 24-hour coverage? At the present time, the
NAIC does not have a model law for 24-hour coverage nor has it taken a position for
or against any of the various possible 24-hour coverage types that have been
described. The NAIC recognizes that states vary widely in terms of the circum-
stances they face with respect to the costs of beth their workers' compensation
system and the cost of medical and hospital services.

The 24-Hour Coverage Working Group of the Workers' Compensation (D) Task Force
is evaluating the feasibility of the concept and related issues. The working group is
chaired by Commissioner Joanne Hill of Colorado. Other members of the working
group are Commissioner Lee Douglass of Arkansas, Commissioner Tom Gallagher of
Florida, Commissioner James H. Brown of Louisiana, Commissioner Katherine
Doughty of Massachusetts, Commissioner Catherine Weetherford of Oklahoma, and
Board Chair Claire Korioth of Texas. The working group will be involved in monitoring
pilot projects implementing various forms of 24-hour coverage. They are also
instrumental in researching issues related to 24-hour coverage. At the December
meeting of the NAIC, this working group will present reports to the Workers' Com-
pensation (D) Task Force identifying Barriers to Implementation of 24-Hour Coverage
and status updates on state activities.

CONCLUSION

As you can see, there is a great dealof interest in the topic of 24-hour coverage.
There is also a longway to go before a truly integrated 24-hour program can be
established either as a pilotprogramor a true alternativeto the products being
marketed.

MR. GODFREY PERROI-F: I have attempted to gather some informationon the
approachthat other countriestake to 24-hour Health and Disabilitycoverage. I will be
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discussing Canada very briefly, and then Germany, New Zealand, and the United
Kingdom. Finally, I will discuss some U.S. statistics to place the issue in perspective.

CANADA

The Canadian health system is effectively 24-hour medical coverage, and the benefits,
place of service, and reimbursement mechanisms are identical whether the system is
used for sickness or accident, and whether the sickness or accident is occupational,
caused by automobiles or other.

Unfortunately, I was not able to get information on the Canadian disability system.
Possibly, there is someone in the audience who might like to comment on that after
our presentation.

GERMANY

I will describe the health care delivery system first, and then discuss health coverage
and disability coverage.

Health Care Delivery System
Germany can roughly be described as consisting of several large HMOs, which
negotiate as a body with the provider organizations to set fees. All private-sector
employees earning less than 75% of BBG must belong to gesetzliche
Krankenversicherung (gK) which is the social security health insurance system. (BBG
is the maximum social security wage base.) At the present time 75% of BBG is
approximately 61,000 DM or $40,000 U.S. or $48,000 Canadian.

Private sector employees earningabove 75% of BBG may either stay in gK, join other
HMOs, or be uninsured.

GK premium is approximately 12% of salary capped at 75% of BBK and does not
vary by age or family status. Half the premium is paid by the employee and half by
the employer.

Health Insurance
Health insurance is, in effect, 24-hour coverage where the benefits are identical, but
there are two different funding vehicles. If the sickness or injury is occupational or is
incurred traveling to or from the workplace, it is funded through gesetzliche
Unfallversicherung (gU) which collects premiums from employers and the government.
Any other illness is funded by gK, other HMOs, or direct payment for people who are
uninsured. The individual I talked to in Germany had the opinion that most workers'
didn't even realizethat different intermediaries were funding the care.

_br_
The structure is very similar to health. The disability payments are funded by different
sources but the benefits are identical and the employee cannot collect additional
benefits from the employer. The benefrt structure is as follows: up to week 6, salary
continuation paid by employer; week 6 until disability is 80% of latest wage less
judged permanent employees share of health insurance premiums (latest wage is
capped at 75% of BBG), permanent to age 65 Social Security Disability Benefit, 65
on Social Security Retirement Benefit.
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Disabilities are presumed permanent after the individual has been disabled for 1.5
years.

NEW ZEALAND SYSTEM

HeaHhCareDeJverySystem
New Zealand has three deliverysystems - the publicsector,the private sector,and
the voluntary sector.

The publicsector providesfree health care at hospitalsfor all medical problemsboth
chronicand acute. This includesgeneralpractitioners(primary care physicians
practicingout of hospitalclinics).

The private sector consistsprimarilyof doctors,dentists, pharmacists,etc., and some
private hospitals. Approximately45% of the populationhas private insuranceto
cover these additionalcosts. The purposefor carryingprivate insuranceis quicker
access and avoidingany waiting lists.

The Accident CompensationCorporation(ACC) coversall accidents (whether work
related, auto, or nonoccupational)for both disabilityand medical, ft is funded by
levies on employers, employees, automobile owners, and automobile drivers. The
ACC will not pay private doctors and hospitals. Thus, it is really a transfer payment
within the government accounts.

There are other minor contributors of the total health care budget: 77% is paid by
the government and funded through taxes; 14.5% is paid out of pocket by private
individual; 4.2% is paid by the ACC; 3.5% is paid by private insurance; and 0.8% is
paid by other sources.

Health Insurance

Again, like Germany, the medical care provided is not differentiated between occupa-
tional and nonoccupational accident and sickness, atthough the payor is different
under different circumstances.

D_ab_ty
Disability benefits in New Zealand are quite different than most other countries. The
benefit depends on whether the disability is caused by accident or sickness, rather
than by occupational or nonoccupational.

The ACC pays disability payments for all accidents (occupational, automobile, non-
occupational). The benefit is 80% of most recent wages with a cap of $65,000 NZ
($35,000 U.S. or $41,000 Canadian). New Zealand has a problem with the trend in
its ACC. Over the last five years the trend has been 25%! This is primarily caused
by disability claims.

Disability caused by sickness comes under social security which pays 60% of the
average wage of all workers. This is a flat amount which is independent of the
individual workers' salary or wages.

Private insurance is available to supplement either one of these.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Health Care Derwery System
The National Health Service inthe U.K. providesa complete health care delivery
system, includingmedical, surgical,hospitalization,drugs, etc. Since it is part of the
nationalbudget, there is considerablepoliticalpressureto contain costs. This has
resulted in poorlymaintained facilities and significantwaiting lists (as much as three or
four years) for noncritical surgery. The most quoted waiting listsare for hip replace-
ments which can be severalyears in some areas.

Health Insurance

A privateinsuranceindustry has grown up to supplementthe NationalHealth Service
by providingpayment for private care by physiciansand care in private hospitals.
Physiciansmay work both for the National Health Serviceand take private patients;
hospitalsare fully differentiated. There is no differentiationin medicalcare between
accident or sicknessand occupationalor nonoccupational. The primary differentiation
is between critical and noncriticalcare.

Disabir_y
The U.K. disabilitysystem containsthree components.

SocialSecurity pays a limited amount for both accident and sicknessdisability. All
accidentsare handledby the IndustrialInjuriesBoard. The benefit is small and not
wage-related.

OccupationalAccident and Sickness is covered by an employer's liability,which is a
mandatory coverage very similarto workers' compensationin the U.S. However,
there are two notabledifferences.

• Coverage is providedonly if the employer is at fault. As a practical matter to
reduce litigation costs, the insurers will tend to pay a benefit unless the
employer can demonstrate cleerly that he was not at fault. However, legally it
is a fault system rather than a no-fault system as in the U.S.

• There are no tribunals or other state bodiesto determine benefits. The

benefits are ultimately determinedby the courts although the system operates
with relativelylittle litigation.

It is usual and customary to pay lump-sum benefits which have rough connection to
the lost wages. The maximum benefit is typically 6-7 years of wages for total
disability. It is not integratedwith any other disabilitybenefits. Privateinsurance is
used to supplement social insuranceand employer liability. It traditionallydoes not
integrate with employer liability,although one would expect that to change.

SUMMARY

At first glance, the German looksvery similarto the U.S. system, but the key differ-
ence is that the German system delivers identicalbenefits through different funding
vehicles, whereas the U.S. system delivers differentbenefits through different funding
vehicles.
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This time the U.S. looks closest to the U.K., although the key difference is that
employer's liability is a fault coverage whereas workers' compensation is no fault.

U.S. HEALTH AND DISABIUTY EXPENDITURES

I thought it would be constructiveto get together in one place the total expenditures
on disabilityand health care based on the different sources. This is difficult to do
because differentstatistical sourceshave differentbasesof counting. I have tried to
eliminate doublecounting and to includeall self insuredand otheralternative financing
mechanisms. This is almost certainly not perfect.

The most important area to focus on interms of 24-hour health coverage is the
relationship of workers' compensation to private insurance. Workers' compensation is
only 7% of the total. At first glance, this suggests that there is little merit in 24-hour
health. The sources for savings are limited:

• Avoidance of paying claims twice; once through compensation, once through
health

• Simplification of administration (although this has pitfalls)
• Extension of vendor discounts to workers' compensation
• Possible savings in subrogation and litigation costs between carriers

If you could save 30% of the cost of workers' compensation, you are only saving
2% overall; this is not likely to be enough to overcome the inertia of the system.

The important thing to recognize is while group health premiums are relatively narrow
with, at most, a 5-to-1 range, workers' compensation premiums are much wider and
have a range of over 100-to-1. Workers' compensation premiums are determined as
percentage of payroll with no cap. Office and clerical workers have premiums for
disability and medical of less than 1%, whereas extremely hazardous occupations
have premiums of over 100%. Thus, there may well be a niche market for 24-hour
health in the hazardous occupations, whereas there would be little interest in the
nonhazardous occupations.

It's also worth considering how 24-hour health might affect groups of different sizes.
The most interesting is the small group market (groups with less than 25 employees).
The health premiums for this market are rapidly getting compressed into much
narrower ranges than 5-to-1. If 24-hour coverage became common, one might
expect a similar premium compression. This would mean that it would be very
attractive to high-hazard occupations (some of their insurance costs would be shifted
either to low-hazard occupations in the small group market or possibly into all
occupations in the medium group market). This would depend on what kind of small
group reform we end up with.

In the medium group market (25-500 employees), health and workers' compensation
are probably insured plans with a degree of experience rating; there has not been the
same agitation toward rate compression. It seems that 24-hour health would have
little effect except in the hazardous occupations. If the health portion of the workers'
compensation premium is sufficiently large, then the economies of scale of 24-hour
health should be attractive.
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In the large group market it is likely that both health and workers' compensation are
self-insured and the effects would be limited.

MR. W. KEITH SLOAN: I don't have questions so much as I want to add some
comments, because I've been involved in this thing for more than a decade. Particu-
larly, in one of the states which Mr. Nordman mentioned as allowing it, actually the
law does not but a court decision does. The state insurance department's interest
has been to try to get away from it. But they haven't been able to do so.

I have some suggestions, primarily on data. You can get data from the National
Council of Compensation Insurers, and it's fairly reasonable. But you do have to look
very closely at what it is. The easy way is to go to your state insurance department
and look at their filings, and see if you can translate them. You have the problem
that was mentioned, of it all being on payroll. You can do that, because they do
show average salary, and they do show average people covered. But averages and
averages and averages don't always give you real results. Also, you need to know if
they have data comparable to your prospective insured. They frequently do not get
data from self-insureds or from pools. I have seen some absolutely wild guesswork,
such as the assumpl_on that everyone who is disabled is male, 50 years old, and so
is his spouse.

Another suggestion. OccupationalSafety and Health Act (OSHA) has some required
reporting, and it frequently generates better data than are obtainablefrom the National
Councilof CompensalJonInsurers(NCCI). Data publishedin the reports of the
CasualtyActuarial Society (CAS) is another source. They're excellent. They'll
confuse you, but you can get through them. There's a good reasonfor collecting
things by body parts. Some states, for example, will give you temporary permanent
disability of, say, six weeks for that joint, two weeks for that joint. So you have to
keep track, in those states especially by very small body parts, so you have to get the
compensation law and find out what you have to keep track of.

On total and permanent disability, you can usa your regular NAIC valuation tables for
valuation, it works quite well, One of the problems, and this is one of the areas in
which you have nonovedapping populations, is that people who are covered as
spouses elsewhere still have to be covered as primary insureds for the occupational
coverage.

A suggestion on the safety requirement is that you can go to some of the large
property and casualty carriers who have consulting engineering operations, and they
can give you safety evaluations.

MR. DRENNAN: I agree with what he said about getting data from the NCCI, and
gathering that. That is good data. You can get actual claims tapes from a large
block of data. We have tried to convert that and develop actual continuance tables
for the workers' compensation, adjusting it for the difference in incurred coding and
the accident year versus service date. We have been successful in trying to get
actual data, but it creates quite a bit of work.

MR. RICHARD J. ESTELL: Texas has allowed you to opt out. Our own particular
company opted out about one-and-one-half years ago for all of our employees. Those
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of us who have been writing small-group or serf-employed people have been covering
workers' compensation for a long time. I mean, that's just a part of it. They don't
have workers' compensation in a lot of states, or they don't have to, if they're self-
employed. Our own experience has been, and partly relating to what you said,
without the litigation and without the fraud, our claims are running less than 10% of
what they did under workers' compensation. And I know in Texas, Wendy's has
pulled out, McDonald's has pulled out. As many as 55-60% of the employers have
gotten out of the system becauseonce you get out of the system, you'll find that
your costs go down drastically, primarilybecause of litigationissues. I think it's an
excellentidea. I wish more states would pass it.

MR. DRENNAN: To clarify what you said, they have not gone down by 10%, they
have been 10% of what they were before.

MR. ESTELL: They are 10% of what they were before.

MR. DRENNAN: That is significant. And I agree with what Dick is saying. We feel
like, if you recallback to when managed care was first put in on medical coverage
health insurance, we all heard these big numbers from our marketingpeople as to
what this is going to save. It turned out, in most of what I have seen, it did not
accomplishquite that much over a longpedod of time. It looks likeworkers' compen-
sation managed care will accomplishwhat we thought would have happened, under
group health, as far as cost control and reduction in claims, and more! At least, early
indicationslike Dick's are predictingthat.
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